Run Number 125 2nd July 2009
The Waterloo, Birkenhead
Snoozanne; Carthief; Alternative Entrance; 10”; Cleopatra (Co Hare); Overdrive (Co Hare);
Madhatter; Sprog; OTT, Hanzel, Austin Powers, Very Grimm; Extremely Grimm
Most of the Pack gathered inside the pub but OTT and Hansel were found looking for a pub with a
musical instrument in the name. Maybe they had too many ABBA CDs in their house.
Madhatter’s stomach was already rumbling for the Hash Flash.

The spokesman for the Hares had his unique (at least to MTH3) flour dispenser and described the
markings. This looks like a “Guess the pair of legs Competion”

The Trail led straight down to the roundabout with the Brothers Grimm and Austin Powers
showing the rest of us how unfit we were.

Of course Hansel had an excuse.
He was carting a hefty bunch of
keys about with him

The usual camera inducing exercises were recorded

And a van especially named for the Hash

As we made our way via a
tortuous route to

A couple of Checks, a few short cutters

And we were out and onto

Where with the heat there were several signs of flagging

A few more roads and uphill until finally

The Hares paid for the drinks (this is almost becoming a tradition) and we rehydrated ourselves

Suitably rested we continued

Making our way towards Birkenhead Park using one of the smaller entrances

The shortest excursion into the Park that the MTH3 have ever experienced and we were out again
via one of the larger gates.

Straight down Cloughton Road with nary a Check to ease our aching muscles

Finally sniffing the On Inn and back to the pub.
Sprog’s and Snoozanne’s efforts with the refreshments were soon being appreciated and
Alternative Entrance had baked a cake for her birthday

The RA called the Pack to order and said that as he had set the run (presumably he meant that he
had sent Cleopatra out to set it for him (only joking we know you actually helped this time!!)) and
that Sprog would step in to avoid any undue bias on the quality of the run. We wondered why
Sprog had been taking notes at the pub.
The Hares were called up
Austin Powers as the founder (sorry RTFuct co-founder).
Hash virgins (from Madrid Hash) Very Grimm and Extremely Grimm
Returnees Austin Powers, Carthief, Overdrive
Hansel and OTT for looking for the wrong sort of pub
Austin Powers for spotting a geographical feature “cleavage” (Your guess is as good as mine)
Alternative Entrance, OTT, Snoozanne, Shortcutters
Alternative Entrance for getting her mother to drop her off at the pub
Mad Hatter for his usual trick of finding a chip shop
Alternative Entrance for her birthday
The Trail from Austin Powers’ Garmin

We retired to The Waterloo where the landlord said that if we had a nominated driver he/she could
get free softies next time.

